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amichai magen amichai magen is head of the diplomacy and conflict studies program at the lauder school of
government, diplomacy, and strategy of the interdisciplinary center (idc) in herzliya, israel. elitist democracy
and democratic advantage in thucydides’s - encapsulates a recognition of a democratic advantage;
pericles was a man of athens - his success is owed athenian democracy and was unlikely in a non-democratic
regime. two aspects of pericless leadership highlight the democratic advantage: his unique military strategy
and the way his reputation contributed to his election. “democratic advantage”? political institutions ... “democratic advantage”? political institutions, multilateral agencies, and sovereign borrowing ... on the idea
that lenders will punish a sovereign borrower in a democracy by using the electoral mechanism. this
proposition depends on at least two ... advantage argument need to be examined more systematically. six
views of democracy - metisportals - six views of democracy (1) “literally, rule by the people”; from the
greek demokratia (demos, ‘people’, and kratos, ‘rule’). used in the mid-5th century bc to describe the political
system in athens and other city-states. undef’s new proposal window opens 15 december - the united
nations democracy fund 1 united nations plaza, room dc1-1300 ... the project draws on the united nations’
comparative advantage 3. the project will have a significant impact advantages of representative
democracy in the uk - advantages of representative democracy in the uk it is a more realistic and
practicable form of democracy. it allows for a division of labour in politics which relieves most the myth of
the authoritarian advantage - project muse - the myth of the authoritarian advantage josé maría maravall
journal of democracy, volume 5, number 4, october 1994, pp. 17-31 (article) published by johns hopkins
university press elections without democracy - harvard university - steven levitsky and lucan a. way 53
competitive authoritarianism must be distinguished from democracy on the one hand and full-scale
authoritarianism on the other. introduction: what is democracy? 1 - state - introduction: what is
democracy? 1 characteristics of democracy 3 rights and responsibilities 7 democratic elections 12 rule of law
16 constitutionalism 19 three pillars of government 22 free and independent media 27 political parties,
interest groups, ngos 29 civil-military relations 32 the culture of democracy 34 political performance and
types of democracy: findings ... - ship between levels of political performance and types of democracy
(lijphart 1999;armingeon in 2002a [in press], 2002b [in press]). however, comparative studies on democracies
conducted over the last two or three decades have shed more light on the relationship between performance
proﬁles and types of democracy. globalization and democracy 17 - the national bureau of ... globalization and democracy is intuitively appealing. many social scientists appear to harbor the feeling that
such relationships exist. maybe the data just require additional ... trade and the globalization of finance.7 few
studies take advantage of the fact that there the principles - powering silicon valley - the principles of
democracy the word democracy comes from two greek words: demos = people and kratos = rule. therefore.
the word means "rule by the people," sometimes called "popular sovereigny." and can refer to direct,
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